
Sweet Maneuvers To Bond With Your Mother-
In-Law
Having a good relationship with your mother-in-law is an essential part of a happy
and harmonious family life. Whether you are just starting out in your marital
journey or have been together for years, building a strong bond with your mother-
in-law can enhance your relationship and create a sense of unity and belonging.
In this article, we will explore some sweet maneuvers that can help you foster a
positive connection with your beloved mother-in-law.

1. Show Genuine Interest in Her Life

One of the simplest and most effective ways to bond with your mother-in-law is to
show genuine interest in her life. Take the time to listen to her stories, ask
questions about her experiences, and engage in meaningful conversations. By
showing that you care about her as a person, not just as your partner's mother,
you can strengthen the emotional connection between you and build a foundation
of trust and understanding.

For example, if she enjoys gardening, ask her about her favorite flowers or plants
and inquire if she could offer you any tips. Showing a sincere curiosity in her
hobbies and passions can lead to shared activities and bonding moments that will
leave a positive impression on her.
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2. Plan Special Outings or Activities

Sometimes, breaking away from the normal routine and planning special outings
or activities can create beautiful memories and strengthen your bond. Consider
organizing a day trip to a place your mother-in-law has always wanted to visit, or
even a simple picnic in the park. Showing that you have taken the time to plan
something special just for her will make her feel valued and appreciated.

Additionally, participating in activities that your mother-in-law enjoys will allow you
to spend quality time together, creating opportunities for conversation and shared
experiences. Whether it's attending a cooking class, going for a hike, or even
watching her favorite movie together, these activities can help you discover
common interests and deepen your connection.

3. Send Thoughtful Surprises

A thoughtful surprise can go a long way in expressing your love and appreciation
for your mother-in-law. It doesn't have to be grand or expensive; a small gesture
can leave a lasting impact. Consider sending her a heartfelt card, a bouquet of
her favorite flowers, or even preparing her favorite dessert when she least
expects it.
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These surprises will not only show that you value her presence in your life but
also demonstrate your commitment to fostering a strong bond. The element of
surprise itself can add an exciting and affectionate touch to your relationship.

4. Seek Her Advice and Guidance

One of the simplest ways to make your mother-in-law feel valued is by seeking
her advice and guidance. Showing that you trust and respect her opinions can
help strengthen your bond and make her feel like an important part of your life.

There may be times when you are uncertain about a decision or facing a
challenging situation. Don't hesitate to reach out to your mother-in-law for advice
or guidance. Empowering her with the opportunity to share her wisdom can
contribute to a closer relationship between you, built on mutual trust and
understanding.

5. Celebrate Special Occasions Together

Make it a point to celebrate special occasions together as a family. Whether it's
birthdays, anniversaries, or holidays, including your mother-in-law in your
celebrations can create lasting memories and solidify your connection as a
unified family unit.

You can organize surprise parties, prepare special meals together, or simply
spend quality time engaging in meaningful conversations. These celebrations
provide the perfect opportunity for everyone to come together, appreciate one
another, and show gratitude for the familial bond you share.

Bonding with your mother-in-law is a rewarding and fulfilling journey that requires
effort, patience, and understanding. By showing genuine interest, planning
special outings, sending thoughtful surprises, seeking her advice, and celebrating



together, you can gradually foster a strong and loving bond with your mother-in-
law.

Remember, the key is to approach your relationship with warmth, respect, and an
open heart. The more you invest in building this connection, the more you will
reap the benefits of a harmonious family life and a wonderful relationship with
your mother-in-law!
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This book comprises of 7 true real-life stories of my relationship with my mother-
in-law over 35 years.
The first thought that comes to your mind about your relationship with your
mother-in-law is not too pleasant. The media has tarnished the relationship
between mother-in-law – daughter-in-law, or Saas-Bahu (in the Hindi language),
and created bad vibes about it.
Well, this book is just the opposite. There was a secret deal that ensured
happiness in my relationship with my mother-in-law AND my mother-in-law’s
mother-in-law who also lived in the same house.
This book will give you insights into sweet maneuvers that a daughter-in-law
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could navigate to get what she desires in life.
These 7 stories will help any daughter-in-law to understand how to handle
different situations without ruffling any feathers and live the happy life she
deserves.
In these pandemic times, many parents have come to live with their children and
their families. This has disrupted normal routines and a lot of adjustments needed
to be done. In such a situation, issues arise between mothers-in-law and
daughters-in-law which then translate to problems in their marriage, ending in
divorce.
This prompted me to write a book in the hope that it might help families resolve
issues and save marriages.
If you do have any major or simmering issues with your mother-in-law, do read
this book and I am sure it will help you get many fresh ideas.
Taking responsibility for the relationship is the key to creating a successful, happy
and healthy bond with your mother-in-law.
This book compares this relationship to a plant. If the right seeds of love, respect,
and happiness are planted, the plant is given the right fertilizer, sufficient water,
and sunshine, it starts to grow. Due to environmental influences, the plant gets
affected. However, taking proper care, nurturing it, strengthening it, and pruning it
well, helps it to blossom and bear fruit.
Hope you enjoy reading this book, find commonality in your life, and benefit from
these stories.
Realize how the daughter-in-law took the responsibility of the relationship and
sweetly maneuvered it throughout the 7 stories, to develop a wonderful loving
bond with her mother-in-law and her newfound family.
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